
 

Taxonomy of love 
 

‘… In the fields of observation, chance only favours the mind which is prepared…’ 
Dec. 7, 1854, Louis Pasteur 1 

 
 

The heartbeat marks both the beginning and the end of life. It symbolizes our finitude. The 
symbolic meaning of the heart can hardly be overestimated as a temple of the feelings of 
fear, love, purity and identity.  
 
 
Sacred hearts 
 
In ancient times the heart was often seen as a synonym for the soul. In her 17th century 
poems Maria van Wieringen describes her vow of purity by symbolically donating her heart to 
her groom Jesus Christ, who in exchange resides in hers. The exchange took place through 
Jesus’ side wound, which was situated close to his heart. 
The adoration to the Sacred Heart (or Most Sacred heart of Jesus, Sacratissimi Cordis Lesu 
in Latin) is one of the most widely practiced and well-known Roman-Catholic devotions. The 
physical heart of Jesus is taken as the representation of his Divine love for humanity. It is 
therefore represented as a flaming heart, shining with divine light, pierced by the 
lancewound, encircled by the corn of thorns, surmounted by a cross and bleeding. 
Sometimes Christ is pointing at the heart with his wounded hands.  
The Immaculate heart is referring to the Virgin Mary with her virginal love for God the father, 
her maternal love for her son Jesus and her compassionate love for all peop le. Her heart is 
often depicted pierced with seven swords or wounds, in homage to the seven dolors of Mary, 
also a very popular Roman Catholic devotion.  
 
I was raised a Roman Catholic. In the seventies it was the habit of young children to go to 
catechism lessons in church. In my village, church was right next to school. While listening to 
our pastor on uncomfortably hard chairs, my attention often wandered off to the sculptures 
and paintings decorating the small church. My first encounter with a three-dimensional 
representation of the human heart was in that church. I was fascinated by this bleeding, 
naked ‘Most Sacred Heart’ of Jesus, surrounded by Goldleaf and shown outside the fysical 
body and I spent many hours just gazing at it.  
 
 
Sometimes a work presents itself when you expect it the least. It emerges, disappears, 
emerges again to be picked up and worked with. I have become experienced in patience and 
maintaining confidence during the ‘slow’ periods in my life, these periods of time where I 
seem to live in a vacuum waiting for something undefinable to happen.  
 

                                                 
1L. Pasteur, in ‘the manuscript of his first speech’ as dean of the ‘faculté de Sciences ’ in Lille, France. 

The scientist conducts physical experiments in an attempt to prove a hypothesis. It is at the point when none of 
the experiments prove accurate that the chance of making an accidental discovery is amplified. However, it is not 
during this accidental moment that an actual discovery occurs: the scientist must be able, with p repared mind, to 
interpret the accidental observation and situate the new phenomena within his existing work. 

 



 
This is the sculpture presenting the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus, in the church in Adegem (Belgium) 

 

 
'But blood makes noise 
It's a ringing in my ear 

Blood makes noise 
And I can’t really hear you 
In the thickening of fear’2 

 
 

                                                 
2 Extract from the lyrics ‘Blood makes Noise’ from Singer-songwriter Susan Vega, on her 1992 record ’99.9 F’.  

 



Fickle hearts 
 
Every person has a persistent difficulty in expressing his or her own intentions; everybody 
fails in fully understanding the other. We never come to coincide with one another in a 
symbiosis of mutual understanding. You might come to the conclusion that it is impossible to 
communicate. We are all alone. 
My work displays this basic human struggle against the drama of fundamental loneliness and 
the persistent search for humanity and empathy, in multiple series of artwork inspired by 
comparative biology, morphology and anatomy, treating death and birth, decay and renewal. 
 
In 2003, I visited ‘Les Falaises d' Etretat’ in Normandy, a part of the beautiful French 
coastline. I found a special shaped stone on the beach, a heart of flint I called ‘The Heart of 
the North Sea’. I took the stone with me and for years, it just sat on a bench in my studio. I 
stole the heart of the North Sea, which was an exciting thought. The first heart of my series 
‘The Heart of the matter’ was found.  
I had no idea how nature shaped these strange, attractive and unusual stones so I did some 
research. The cliffs of Etretat are very old, they arose like giant walls in the Upper 
Cretaceous (100,5-66 million years ago), consisting mainly of white chalk and flint. Rain and 
seawater dissolve the poreus chalk of the cliffs, thus promoting decay. The limestone is 
dissolved and absorbed, leaving the characteristic pebble beaches along the alabaster coast, 
littered with the very popular flint stones. 



 
‘Mare Frisicum Heart’ or the heart of the North Sea. Silex stone, wax 
 

In 2010, I made a second heart, the heart of a man. There is an interesting story behind it. I 
received an invitation to the opening reception of a major exhibition in Venice. I had no 
knowledge of the fact that there were actually two kinds of invitations: the red ones and the 
black ones. Red cards were allowed first on the water-taxi to the island where the reception 
was taking place. The black cards had to wait. Arrived on the island, everyone moved on to 
the fence. There was a second control: the red cards were allowed in, the black cards had to 



wait another hour. Through the bars of the fence we saw a feast, we heard a band playing, 
laughter, fun… We were on the wrong side, in a very uncomfortable, humiliating position. We 
were thirsty, with sore feet, no funs at all … many “blacks” were complaining.  
Suddenly, the artist arrived. He recognized me and my partner and we were invited in. In the 
blink of an eye, I was with “the Reds”. I was in the other camp.  My friends and collegues 
were out there. What is the right thing to do here? I could play the game, enjoying the drinks, 
the music, the conversations and the attention, being accepted as part of ‘the established 
artists, curators and collectors. I could also refuse to participate and go back behind the 
fence voluntarily. Someone whom I deeply respect confronted me with how people can react 
and treat each other and how careless I was going with these power games. 
I was stuck with a serious moral dilemma for weeks. Then one day I went into in my studio, 
took a stone and my grinder and sculpted a human heart. This heart is distorted, bloated and 
flattened: a human heart in bluestone.  
I decided to make it anatomically as correct as possible, although distorted. Bloated as it is, it 
symbolises the self-righteous nature of man. Man with his high self-esteem, leaning towards 
overconfidence. It was made out of an old stepping-stone, a threshold in Belgian bluestone. 
 



 
‘Homo Sapiens Heart’ or the heart of a human. Belgian Greystone, wax, glass 
 

I did some research into how the muscles of a beating human heart look, but in 2010 it was 
impossible to find a live beating heart on the Internet. My search brought me to an online 
video with the beating heart of a red salmon, caught and fillated alive. The still beating heart 
was swallowed with great pleasure. It seems to be an initiation amongst fisherman in 
Canada.  
 



The initial steps in the creation of ‘The Heart of the Matter’ happened purely by coincidence. 
The research to the anatomy and morphology of the heart pushed me to a new path, where 
the hearts of animals became as interesting and as important as the human heart. This 
unintended but highly esteemed path determined the evolution that ‘The Heart of the Matter’ 
was about to take.  
 
I chose the most beautiful stone I could think of  -a Black Belgian marble- and I created this 
small 7 cm high heart, ‘the most perfect simple heart of a fish, consisting of one auricle and 
one ventricle’, as stated by a scientist3.  
 

                                                 
3 John Bell, Charles Bell (sir.), The anatomy of bones, muscles. 1816, London, printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, 

Orme, and Brown, Paternoster-Row, Book 1 : The anatomy of the Heart and of the arteries, veins, and lymphatics, pg 
20 



 
‘Oncorhynchus Nerka Heart’ or the heart of a red salmon. Black Marb le, wax, silver and glass 
 

The thirth heart was born. Another youtube clip about the consumation of a green sea turtle, 
showed me the beauty of this organ. This heart was very complicated, the turtles developed 
some unique adaptations to their circulatory systems because they spend so much time 
under water. Their heart consists of two auricles and one ventricle, and the blood takes a 
different path depending if the animals are breathing or holding their breath.  I made The 
turtle heart in pure white Carrara marble, the pink painted veins in wax.  



 

 
‘Chelonia Mydas Heart’ or the heart of a green soup turtle. Carrara marb le, wax, silver, glass 
 

‘The Heart of the Matter’ became a series of nine sculpted anatomical hearts. It took me two 
years to complete. Every heart was given its own glass dome. ‘We are all alone’. I chose 
animals consumed, vilified, trampled, and scorned by humans. Again, this choice was 
directed by scienticfic findings. 
 



 
‘Tegenaria Domestica Heart or the heart of a grey house spider, baked clay, glass, stone  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Cor (L., Heart) – a taxonomy of love and hate 
 

Mine eye and heart are at a mortal war 

How to divide the conquest of thy sight; 
Mine eye my heart thy picture's sight would bar, 

My heart mine eye the freedom of that right. 

My heart doth plead that thou in him dost lie - 
A closet never pierced with crystal eyes -4 

 
Since the beginning of our era, mankind has tried to define a logical universality in the group 
of biological organisms. Taxonomy encompasses the description, identification, 
nomenclature and classification of biological organisms. The earliest traces were found in the 
Eastern world, dating back to 3000 BC when Shen Nung attempted to classify herbs and 
medicinal plants. These classifications, as well as later discoveries didn’t reach the Western 
world until the middle ages, and could therefore not influence the progress of Western 
Sciences. 
 
Aristotle (384VC-322VC) was the first known Western scientist and philosopher who made 

an attempt to classify all living things, and some of his classifications are still used to this 
very day. He was the first one to identify the heart as the most important organ of the body, 
considering it was the seat of intelligence, motion and sensation, a hot, dry organ surrounded 
by other organs (e.g. brain, lungs) to keep the heart cool. He divided the world into 
'vertebreata' with red blood and ‘the lowest order’, the bloodless or what we now call 
invertebrates. He explained his classification in six books: ‘The History of Animals’  
 

“Again, some animals are supplied with blood, as man, the horse, and all such animals as are,  
when full-grown, either destitute of feet, or two-footed, or four-footed; other animals are 

bloodless, such as the bee and the wasp, and, of marine animals, the cuttle-fish, the crawfish, 

and all such animals as have more than four feet…. ” 5 
 

This remarkable hierarchical first ‘Ladder of life’ with Aristotle’s efforts to classifiy organisms 
according to structural complexity is even more remarkable if you consider the lack of 
knowledge of the animal world in his time.  
 
Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1777) was a Swedish physician, geologist, botanist and zoologist 
who developed both a system for naming species and for organizing them. His works are 
regarded as the starting points of modern botanical and zoological taxonomy mainly because 
he introduced a binary form of species-names for both animals and plants. The bloodstream 
was a ground for his "Linnean classification system", as described in the first edition of his 
Systema Naturae in 1735. Throughout his life, he further developed his hierarchical 
classification (13 editions from 1735 till 1770) and the binomial nomenclature remained 
standard for over 200 years even though it was modified! The animal Kingdom was devided 
in six classes, containing three major sections: warm-blooded with red blood like mammals 
and birds, the cold-blooded like reptiles and fish, and finally ‘Vermes' or worms, which had no 
blood but a whitish fluid, like insects and invertebrates.  

                                                 
4 Shakespeare, sonnet 46; from: Mabillard, Amanda. Introduction to Shakespeare’s Sonnets. Shakespeare 

Online. 30 august 2000  
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/sonnets/sonnetintroduction.html 
5 Aristotle, The History of Animals, 350 B.C.E., quote from Book I, part 4 
http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/history_anim.1.i.html 



 
 
 
John Hunter (1728-1793) was one of the most distinguished Scottish scientists and surgeons 
of his day. It was his classification of the animals, which inspired and surprised me the most! 
Hunter identified similar functions between superficially different animal bodies. Instead of 
relying on taxonomical classification for understanding bodies across species, Hunter 
developed the anatomical series, a system of classification (and display) organized by 
anatomical function; he arranged each series from “rudest” forms of animal bodies to the 
implied perfection of the human body. 
Hunter discovered five sections: mammals and birds (heart in four compartments), reptiles 
and amphibians (three compartments), fish and most of the 'mollusca' (two compartments), 
the arthropods (one compartment), and finally animals in which the heart and stomach are 
the same organ: the medusae. 
 
Unaware of Linnean and Hunter’s classifications at the time, I had already introduced them in 
my series of hearts: the fish heart, the human heart, and the insect and turtle heart!   
 
The remaining hearts I made were based on these historical taxonomies. My special 
attention was given to the bloodless creatures as described by Aristotle, Linneaus ‘Vermes’ 
and Hunter’s ‘Medusae’ and so I ended up studying the ‘alien’ anatomy of the circulatory 
systems of insects and the strange adaptions of the invertebrae. The results: the heart of a 
tick, a cockroach, a spider and a slug. Even their tiny hearts are so differently beating in their 
“worthless and despised” bodies. The hearts were cast into silver and put under a bell jar or 
recreated as jewelry, never thinking that anyone would like to wear a tick or cockroach heart 
around their neck! 
 



 
‘Ixodes Ricinus Heart or the heart of a sheep tick. Silver, glass 
 
 

 
 
 



 
‘Blatella Germanica Heart’ or the heart of a German Cockroach., silver 
 
 

The squid heart consists of three hearts, one systemic heart in the middle and two brachial 
hearts, located directly at the gills. These gill hearts push the oxygen-poor blood to the gills, 
which provides it with oxygen and sends the oxygeneted blood through a gill vein to the 
organs. The veins widen to become the atria and they result in a strong muscular ventricle. 
The blue blood thus enters the systemic heart. 
Squids belongs to the family of Cephalopods, a very ancient group of invertebrates that 
appeared in the late Cambrian, several million years before the first fish.  They may have 
been the dominant life form in the world’s oceans.  Today there are only 650 or so living 
species of cephalopods left.  
 
 



 
 
To understand the circulatory system of the squid, I needed to ‘see’ it for real. The schematic 
representations I found on the internet and in books do not show the actual shapes of the 
hearts, so I visited the Marine Biology department of the University of Ghent where  a squid 
dissection was performed. A perfect step in my search for an anatomically correct 
representation of the hearts. Further study even taught me a very interesting fact: the 
systemic heart can stop beating at great excitement. The squid can have a ‘heart attack’! The 
gill hearts take over until the systemic heart repairs itself. Research is being conducted into 
how this can happen.  

“He also found that something very curious happens when an octopus is excited: it 
undergoes temporary cardiac arrest.  When you get an octopus really riled up, its 
heart misses a beat or two.  (Keep in mind that any single octopus heart can stop for 
some time, and the remaining two will provide more than enough circulation to keep 

the animal alive.  Otherwise, the octopus would die when its heart stopped.) “6 
 
The squid heart was the last stone heart I created for ‘The heart of the matter’. 
While studying the animals’ anatomy, my feelings towards the amimals were the driving force 
to come to a dicision of what hearts to make.  
My very personal taxonomy of love and hate. 
 

                                                 
6 http://cephalove.southernfriedscience.com/?p=110 



 
'Sepia Officinalis Heart' or the heart of a squid, 2011,  Rozé Aurore Portugees marble, wax, oil paint 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



‘Cordis Humani Flos Vesalianus’, Vesalian Flower of the Human heart 
 
 

In 2014, 500 years after his death, Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564), Belgian scientist and 

founder of modern anatomy, was commemorated all over the world. I was involved in the 
practical organization of a conference on the island of Zakynthos and I was one of the 
curators of 'Fabrica Vitae’, a traveling exhibition of works by artists who were inspired by the 
anatomy and the work of Vesalius.  
 

“Vesalius’ De humani corporis fabrica of 1543 is one of the great books of the world, 
in every sense of the word. … Merely to see its beautiful lettering carefully spaced out 
on a wide page is to gain the impression that its theme is no ordinary one but 
something that deserves the closest attention from its choice readership. Its verbal 
message, although in part not entirely new, was equally striking. Although some of its 
details might be with justice attacked for exaggeration and error, its overall argument, 
that the human body could not rightly be understood without a careful and detailed 
study based on human dissection, carried conviction to his contemporaries. “ 
Vivian Nutton 
 
 

 
 
In the sixth book of  ‘De humani corporis fabrica libris septum’ Vesalius on performed a 
detailed dissection of the human heart. The dissection is discussed and illustrated with 12 
woodcuts by Johan Stefan Von Calcar, his regular illustrator. 
It is the illustration of the 5th figure which I relied to create the small sculpture ‘Vesalian flower 
of the human heart’ or ‘Cordis Humani flos Vesalianus’. 
Behold the heart, surrounded by parts of the lungs, resembling the flower leafs of a violet.  
 



 
‘Vesalian flower of the Human Heart, wax, oil paint, 2015, 5 – 7 cm 

 
This tiny heart was made after I had the chance to look into the new translation of Vesalius’ 
‘Fabrica’. The text accompanied by nine woodcuts of the hearts in ever further stages of 
dissection was strikingly comprehensible. The reader is looking over Vesalius’ shoulder and 
what he is trying to explain, becomes crystal clear.  
 

“The eighth figure differs from the one immediately preceding in that I have made an 
incision from the region of the heart’s right ventricle, there marked P, as far as the 
opening of the arterial vein, and stretched the orifice of this vein to bring its 
membranes into clear view.”7 

 
Scrolling through the book and reading this section through, i t inspired me to create a second 
work: ‘dissection of a love’. 
Eight thumbnail hearts are shown in increasingly further stages of dissection, the first heart 
being ever so sweet, and the latter a bloody meat chunk. The dissections I have attended are 
showing the same course: a creepy recognizable body part or organ degenerates into an 
unrecognizable mixture of muscles, bones, tendons and skin. To nourish the scientific 
curiosity, destruction is inevitable. To nourish personal curiosity, the same might happen! 

                                                 
7 Vesalius, A.: The Fabric of the Human Body: An Annotated Translation of the 1543 and 1555 Editions of De 

Humani Corporis Fabrica Libri Septem by D.H. Garrison and M.H. Hast. Basel, Karger, 2014. 
http://www.vesaliusfabrica.com/fileadmin/karger.de/templates/images/0_PDFs/3.2_VES_0-02_Cont_6.pdf 
 

http://www.vesaliusfabrica.com/fileadmin/karger.de/templates/images/0_PDFs/3.2_VES_0-02_Cont_6.pdf


 
‘Dissection of a love’, wax, wood and glas, oil paint, 2015 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Conclusion: serendipity8 
 
Often in the field of artistic work, something uncontrollable for the artist is tapped. A puzzling 
and often confusing, yet important and determinating proces completes itself parallel with the 
conscious and willing behavior to accomplice the goals set out. The quests in the scientific 
field following the initial steps to create a work, take me to strange areas of my domain of 
interest.  Thus, the heart-research brought me to insects and invertebrates. The unwanted 
and unsolicited path is extremely decisive in the further evolution of my work and in the 
choices I make regarding material and form. Serendipity. 
 
My work, starting from a highly personal story, will be transcended to another level. In this 
process, beauty is determinating: the work must have a strong structure, a certain harmony, 
nice lines, and melodies of magic, time and love.  
 
 

 
‘With love’, photo print on aquarel paper, pencil  
 
 

With all my heart, 
Chantal Pollier, May 2016 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 serendipity exists, in that casual observation can sometimes lead to "accidental" discoveries, inventions or 

creations in science, engineering or art. "Accidentally" does not define the mathematical connotation of “at 
random” (you just find something), but a psychological sense : accidental in the sense that something comes to 
you, usually while looking for something else . 'Sine anticipatio m entis ' Francis Bacon called it, with no 
anticipation of mind so without prior hypothesis. Translated from ‘Serendipiteit’, pg 58 
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